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It is sufficient to point out the vast extent
of the unknown area [of Antarctica], and that no
area of like extent on the surface of the earth ever
failed to yield results of practical as well as of
purely scientific interest by Its exploration.

But there is much more to be said in the pres-
ent instance, because the little that we do know of
the Antarctic regions points unerringly to the very
great importance and interest of the results that
are certain to attend further research.

From a speech on Antarctic
Geography, delivered by
Sir Clements Markham at a
special meeting of the
Royal Society, London,
24 February 1898.
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SCIENCE DURING DEEP FREEZE 61

During the 1960-61 Antarctic ster, United . States scientists were
scattered across an area of the Antarctic larger than the United States.
Operating from field camps, along traverse routes, and at permanent stations,
geologists, biologists, geophysicists and other scientists from universities,
institutions, and goverment agencies, participating in the Antarctic Research
Program of the National Science Foundation, made investigations of the south
polar area - from the continental bedrock to the ionosphere high above it,
from the depths of the oceans to the vast reaches of the polar ice cap.

Near 140 participated in the stnmner programs; 42 U. S. scientists have
remained in Antarctica at the four stations supported by the United States,
at Ellsworth and Wilkes, where the United States maintains cooperative pro-
grams with Argentina and Australia, respectively, and at Mirnyy, where an
American ionospheric physicist is conducting research under an exchange pro-
gram with the Soviet Union.

Many of the studies carried out during the past suer were descriptive
in nature - defining the structure of the continent, its ice cap, the surround-
ing oceans, and the flora and fauna of these envirorunents. Other studies,
such as the University of California's study of the periodicity of plants and
animals, were basic to their sciences.

It is too early to present details of the results of the past season's
programs, for much data remains to be worked up. Some shipments of specimens
and data have arrived in the United States only in the past month. In some
instances, correlation of data will require weeks or months to prepare.

The five accounts of research presented here have been taken from press
dispatches from the Antarctic. Although not complete in details, they sum-
marize fairly well field programs which might be considered typical of United
States scientific efforts in Antarctica.

UCLA. TEAM STUDIES "BIOLOGICAL CLOCKS"

An unusual experiment, conducted at McMurdo Sound and the South Pole,
has shown that the rotation of the earth has no apparent effect on the "bio-
logical clocks" of plants and animals. With the aid of two assistants, Dr.
Karl C • Hamner of the Department of Botany of the University' of California
at Los Angeles has shown that modifying the influence of the earth's rotation
on bean plants, hamsters, fungi, and fruit flies in no way alters the inner
metabolic rhytlins of these organisms.

"Biological clock" is the term given to the still poorly understood
mechanisms whereby plants and animals carry on activities at intervals of
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almost clock-like regularity. All organisms possess some intrinsic system
for regulating bodily funotions rhytlinically. Scientists have not been able
to determine whether these biological rhythms are governed by metabolic changes
within the individual organisms or whether they are triggered and controlled
by external factors such as temperature, atmospheric pressure, humidity, grav-
ity, the earth's rotation, or possibly cosmic ray activities or the earth's
magnetic field.

In an effort to determine the effect of the earth's rotation on endo-
genous rhythms at a place sufficiently close to the earth's axis of spin, Dr.
Hamner brought his plants and animals to the Antarctic. There he measured the
leaf movements of the common bean plant, the emergence of the common fruit
fly, the growth bands of a species of NEUROSPORA fungus, and the activity pat.-
terns of the hamster.

Experiments were carried out on clock-driven, rotating turntables, which
were run counter to or with the direction of the earth's rotation. To elim-
inate light as a factor, all turntables were kept in total darkness throughout
the experiments.

Results with hamsters, fruit flies, fungi and bean plants indicated that
modifying the influence of the earth's rotation had no apparent effect on the
organisms' biological clocks.

OHIO STATE GEOLOGISTS INVESTIGATE HORLICK MOUNTAINS.

Six weeks of geological field investigations in the Horliok Moutains have
revealed the existence of several sizeable coal beds, 24-foot petrified tree
stems, and tiflite, one of the geological 'missin.g links" of the Antarctic
Continent.

Four scientists from Ohio State. University were flown to the camp loca-
tion in December by R4D aircraft. The party constructed a Jamesway shelter
and then for six weeks fought winds and storms to make their field investi-
gations. A single seven-day fair weather period was responsible for much of
the work accomplished.

The party, William E. Long (stratigrapher), Dr • Jolm Mercer (glacial
geologist), George Doumani (paleontologist), and Larry Lackey (field assistant)
used motorized toboggans to travel to the mountains and to haul specimens to
the camp.

Tillite is simply till that has become rock. Till is the unconsolidated
material deposited by glaciers. One of the geological "missing links", it
has been found in other Southern Hemisphere geologic sections, but not before
in Antarotioa.
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The Ohio State party found and studied 890 feet of tillite in the Hor-
licks. Striated pavements were found at the base of the tillite and at
various levels within the tillite unit. Direction of movement was generally
in an east-west orientation, with the flow of the ice from the west.

The party also located about five coal beds ranging in thickness from
three to twelve feet. Collections of plant fossils from the uppermost se-
quence revealed abundant glossopteris and fossil wood. Tree stems up to 24
feet in length and 24 inches in thickness were found. Some were in upright
positions, indicating that they might have once grown at this location.

Among the geological investigations made was a general study of the
basement granitic rooks and the old surface of the sub-basement rook. The
old erosion surface was found to have a rolling, low, hilly type of topography.
A detailed study of the sandstones, carbonaceous shales, silt stone and coals
that form the uppermost sedimentary rook sequence was conducted.

Paleontological collections were made from the marine sandstone and
shales that lie on the older surface of the basement rook. 10 to 20 genera
and species were collected for further study. In addition, the party col-
lected diabase for paleomagnetic ice studies, placed 20 snow accumulation
stakes to record snow accumulating in the area, and studied and interpreted
tbemoraines and glacial features of the present surface. Findings indicate
that the ice had at one time been a few hundred feet thicker than it is now.

The camp was closed for the season on 1 February. Stores and equipment
have been cached at the site for use by future parties.

INSECTS AND MITES DISCOVERED ADTACENT TO POLAR ICE CAP

In late December, while on a field trip to the Mt. Gran area at the head
of the Mackay Glacier, Keith U. T. Wise, New Zealand biologist and member of
the Bernice P. Bishop Museum team studying the distribution and dispersal of
airborne and ground organisms in the Antarctic, found living insects and mites
at an elevation of 6000 feet above sea level. This is believed to be the
highest altitude at which insect life has been encountered on this frigid,
ice-covered continent.

Under loose rooks lying on a. snow-free surface of a small plateau 1000
feet above the glacier, Wise came across approximately two dozen collembola
or springtails, an order of primitive wingless insects. Although he also
found about one dozen free-living, non-parasitic mites in the same area, no
plant life could be found.

The mites are not insects, having four rather than three pair of legs
in the mature stage; however, both insects and mites are arthropods, belong-
ing to the phyllum arthropoda.
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The specimens of springtails were all white, whereas specimens collected
a, month earlier at Hallett Station, 300 miles further north, were all black.
Other specimens taken at a site between these two areas were of both the
black and white varieties. Although the exact significance of the color dif-
ferences cannot be ascertained before more exact identification, they seem to
indicate the existence of two different distribution areas and a possible
boundary between them.

The Bishop Museum program encompasses collection in the Ross Sea and
Palmer Peninsula areas • Using nylon nets, examining birds, and searching
under rocks and in niches of ice-free ground, the four-man teem has obtained
most of their specimens from the latter source. Data on specimens collected
are sent to the Bishop Museum for further evaluation.. The Museum has been
studying the natural dispersal of airborne organisms throughout the entire
Pacific Ocean area for several years.

GOOD QUALITY COAL BED FOUND

Ten coal beds, ranging in thickness from a few inches to eight feet,
have been found in the Beacon sandstone sediments along the ridge of the
mountains adjacent to the Mackay Glacier. Separated by layers of shale and
sandstone, the coal found by Bureau of Mines geologist, John Mulligan, is
believed to be anthracite or semi-anthracite in quality.

In addition to the coal, abundant franents and logs of silicified petri-
fied wood were also found in the sandstone beds. The largest "log" was 17
feet long and 15 inches in diemOter. The area studied also yielded numerous
plant fossils.

Working under a program for the investigation of methods and conditions
of mineral exploration and evaluation of mineral potential in isolated areas
such as Antarctica, Mulligan has found a material not rare in Antarctica.
Coal has been found in many areas of the continent. The significance of
Mulligan's discovery is that it seems to indicate that .the quality of the
coal to be found on the frozen, yet once tropic, continent is better than
generally believed.

Mulligan's studies have sought greater knowledge of methods, equipment,
and facilities for investigating the mineral resources found in polar regions
His discovery does not mean that the coal in Antarctica will become of econ-
omic value in the foreseeable future. The present investigations are more
important in the determination of when the coal beds might have been laid
down; this is accomplished by comparing the coal and its associated plant
fossils with coal and fossils encountered in other areas of the world.

WARM WATER FOUND IN FROZEN LAKES

During their studies of plankton in the fresh-water lakes of the MoMurdo-
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sound area, University of Kansas biologists discovered fresh water of a sur-
1)risingly high temperature in two permanently ice-covered lakes.

Dr. Rufus H. Thompson, Dr. Kenneth B. Armitage, and Mr. Hugh B. House,
encountered the unusually warm water after having drilled through the ice
Covers of Lake Bonney in Taylor Valley and Lake Vanda in Wright Valley. The
discovery of the warm water layers in a part of the world where lake water
has been presumed to be much colder, if not frozen to the very bottom, is
iiost significant in view of the facts that the average annual temperature of
he area is well below freezing; there is little, if any, surface melting;

and the ice cover of the two lakes is permanent.

Measuring the temperature of the water at intervals, the biological team
round that the waters of Lake Bonney became increasingly warmer from a temper-
ature of 32.5 degrees Fahrenheit immediately under the ice cover to 46.4 de-
arees at a depth of 40 feet. From there on down, the temperature decreased
to 27.6 degrees at the bottom (100 feet). The bottom water was found to be
twice as salty as sea water, whereas at a depth of 35 feet the lake water was
quite fresh.

In Lake Vanda, the 46.4 degree layer occurred between 50 and 70 feet.
From 100 to 200 feet, the layers varied from 41 to 49.2 degrees. Below 200
feet, the temperature rose markedly; at 200 feet it was 69 degrees Fahrenheit;
at 217 feet (the bottom), it was 71.6 degrees. The water down to 200 feet
was quite fresh. That below 200 feet was ten to fifteen times as saline as
sea water. and had a substantial hydrogen sulfide content.

Tust why such warm water can occur in these lakes is not known. The
most feasible explanation, favored by Dr. Edward J. Zeller, a geologist from
the University of Kansas who is doing research into the thermo-luminescence
of the Antarctic rooks, is that the lakes are heated because of a very high
geo.-thermal gradient in the are, resulting in a higher than normal flow of
heat from the ground.

Dr. Zeller maintains that the lakes are found in a region where glaciers
are cutting into an active mountain range - one that is lifting and rising -
where excess heat from the earth might be expected to be given off. The
finding of warm water in the lakes did not surprise him, for he had obtained
results from his thermo-luminescence studies at nearby Marble Point last year
that indicated the thole general region of this section of the Victoria Land
coast might be one with high geo-thermal gradient. The high heat flow from
the ground could, but need not, suggest volcanic activity. It should be
noted, however, that there has been no report of active vulcanimm on the Ant-
arctic continent.

Future studies will be required to determine not only the reasons for
the temperature gradient, but also explanations for the concentrations of
saline matter and hydrogen sulfide in the water.
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1961 FOREIGN OBSERVER EXCHANGE PROGRAM

FOREIGN OBSERVERS

The following summaries complete the accounts of the activities of the
eight observers who participated in Operation DIP i . REEZE 61. A resume of the
activities during November and December appeared in the Bulletin, Volume II,
Number 5, pages 15-17.

ARGENTINA

LIEUTENANT NESTOR LOPEZ AMBROSIONI, Argentine Navy, remained with GLACIER
throughout the latter half of this visit to Antarctica. He conducted oceano-
graphic and ice observations. During the Bellingshausen Sea Expedition, he
also participated in ice reconnaissance flights. During the exploratory ven-
ture, he made laboratory studies on samples obtained.

After briefing GLACIER personnel on Argentine Antarctic operations, he
joined parties ashore for studies during the icebreaa:er's operations in the
Palmer Peninsula region. Upon arrival in Montevideo, he departed from GLACIER
for a brief visit to Buenos Aires before flying to the United States in early
April.

AUSTRALIA

The activities of VJING CO11ANDER VIARVJICK ADDISON, RAAF, and CAPTAIN
M. P. BAAN were reported in their entirety in Number 5.

BELGIUM

The activities of MR. JEAN-PAUL VAN BELLINGNEN were reported in their
entirety in Number 5.

CHILE

LIEUTENANT COLONEL NERUAN DAITYAU, Chilean Amy, departed New Zealand
aboard STATEN ISLAND on 18 January. During the oceanographic station and
Bellingshausen Sea operations of the icebreaker, he observed shipboard activi-
ties and scientific observations. He also participated in helicopter recon-
naissance operations.

In the course of the trip, he briefed ship personnel about Chilean and
South American history and politics, as well as teaching a short course in
Spanish.

After the diversion of STATEN ISLAND to Port Lyttelton, he traveled to
the United States, arriving in Nashington on 6 April. Several days later he
returned to Chile.
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FRANCE

DR. ANDRE DE CAYEUX completed his December activities in McMurdo Sound
with a field trip to Marble Point and a visit aboard STATEN ISLAND, where he
worked with oceanographic teems to collect bottom samples'.

The first two weeks of January were devoted to reduction of data, pre-
paration of monographs and several short field trips. From 19 January to
4 February, he worked with parties in the valleys of Victoria Land. Return-
ing to the Naval Air Facility, he flew to Christchurch on the 9th. On 18
February he arrived in Vlashington, where he stopped only briefly before re-
turning to Paris.

SOUTH AFRICA

COMDER C. J. F. NTERBDRG, South African avr, completed his tour
with DEEP FREEZE 61 aboard GLACIER during her Bellingshausen Sea-Palmer Penin-
sula operations. He studied ice pilotage and the operations of GLACIER and
STATEN ISLAND along Eights Coast.

In the Palmer Peninsula area, he visited Gabriel Gonzalez Videla (Chilean
station), Penguin Island and the South Sandwich Islands. He remained with
GLACIER after her departure from Liontevideo and Rio do Janeiro for the trip
to the United States.

UNITED KINGDOM

DR. BRIAN ROBERTS returned to New Zealand aboard GLACIER and during the
icebreaker's period in drydock, visited the Taan Glacier, Rotorua Hot Springs,
the 17airakei Thermal Power Project, and other areas throughout the country. On
29 January, he departed for the Bellingshausen Sea Expedition, Enroute he made
records of the birds and other wild life sighted.

During the operations along Eights Coast, he participated in three field
party ventures, the third one being marooned for three days in a howling bliz-
ard. [See Bulletin, Volume II, ! ,lumber 7, pages 10-11]. In the period that
followed, he aided in compilation of a chart of the expedition's discoveries.

After GLACIER's Palmer Peninsula journey, he left the ship in Montevideo
for a trip to Buenos Aires. He returned to the ship briefly in Rio. do
Janeiro before flying to London.

UNITED STATES OBSERVERS

The following accounts supplement the data given concerning the seven
Uüted States observers with foreign expeditions in the Bulletin, Volume II,
INber 4, pages 11, 14-15.
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ARGENTINA

DR. HENRY M. DATER's trip with the 1960...61 Argentina Antarctic Campaign
carried him to the Palmer Peninsula, South Shetland, and South Orkney Islands,
and into the Weddell Sea. Traveling aboard BAHIA AGUIRRE and GENERAL SAN
MARTIN, he visited the six year-round stations and four refuges manned by sci-
entific parties during the summer months.

Aboard GENERAL SAN MARTIN, he participated in the relief of the parties
which had spent two years at General Beigrano and Ellsworth Stations. [See
Bulletin, Volume II, Number 5, page 22). He joined the expedition on 18
Iovembor and returned to the United States on 25 2ebruary.

AUSTRALIA

MR. JAMES HAYS left Melbourne aboard Thala Dan for participation with
the Australian National Antarctic Research Expedition on 5 January. During
the next two and one-half months, he visited Mirriyy, Davis, Mawson, Enderby
Land (where geodetic, geomagnetic, geologic, gravity and oceanographic studies
were made), Heard Island, and Port-aux-Francais (Kerguelen Islands).

At the request of Australian officials, he examined potential airfield
sites at Davis and Mawson. Mr. Hays returned to Lielbourne on 22 March.

BELGIUM

REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD B. BLACK, USNR, Retired, departed Capetown on 31
December and arrived at Roi Baudouin Station on 9 January. At the station
the simmer program consisted of oceanography, marine biology, and glaciology.
It had originally been intended to conduct a photogrammetric survey (Operation
IRIS II), but the loss of the aircraft cano011ed this program.

After the party salvaged instruments and materials, the station was sealed.
Some cargo was lost in a premature breakup of the bay ice before the 2 Jebruary
departure. RAEv1 Black left Eriha Dan in Capetown and, traveling via the
United States, participated in the welcome to the ship at Ghent, Belgium.

FRANCE

CAPTAIN VIILLIAM W. WATKINS, Jil, Chemical Corps, U. S. Army, participated
in the Norsel.-borne Eleventh Franch Expedition to Adelie Land. Departing
Hobart, Tasmania, on 26 December, the ship arrived at Duuiont D'tJrville on 3
January, where resupply of the station and a comprehensive five-week summer sci-
entific program were carried out.

After the suer observations and survey work had been completed and an
18-man party established, Norsel aeparted for the six-day return voyage, ar-
riving in Hobart on 10 February. Captain Watkins then returned to the United
States.
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JAPAN

MR. WALTER BOLL left Capetown aboard Soya on 28 January. On 7 January
the Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition ship mot the ice pack; three days
later resupply flights to Shown Base began from a heliport established on an
ice floe. By 4 February, 121 tons of cargo and a 16-man winter party had been
carried ashore.

The month of February was devoted to ice survey, oceanographic studies,
and geodetic and survey work along the Prince Olav Coast and Enderby Land.
On 3 March Soya left the Antarctic. Mr. Boxell returned to the United States
on 29 March.

SOUTH AFRICA

LIEUTENANT R. M. O'HAGAN, U. S. Coast Guard, left Capetown on Polarhav
on 5 December for a seven-week trip with the South African National Antarctic
Expedition. Enroute to SANPE (fonnerly Norway) Station, he made batliy-
thermograph studies and ice reconnaissance surveys.

While at the station, he helped offload the supplies for the ten-man
winter party. He also made glaciological studies.

On return to the United States, he left for duties as Assistant Oceanog-
rapher with the International Ice Patrol; these duties involve the establish-
ment of automatic recording temperature-current buoys in the Labradôr.Current
area.

UNITED. KINGDOM

MR. JOHN W. FINIANG departed Montevideo on the Falkland Islands Depen-
dencies Survey charter ship Kista Dan on 29 December. After a stop at Port
Stanley, Falkland Islands, he journeyed to' Base B (Deception Island), Base G
(Admiralty Bay), Base H (Signy Island), Base Z (Halley Bay), and Grytviken,
South Georgia. These stations were resupplied and new parties established.

His trip ended in Montevideo on 22 February, after a second stop at Port
Stanley and a visit to the survey ship, HMS OWEN.

OBSERVER REPORT PUBLISHED

The U.S. Antarctic Projects Officer has published for limited distribution
the report of Dr. Henry M. Dater, observer with the 1960-61 Argentine Antarctic
expedition.
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AIR DEVELOPMENT SQUADRON SIX (vx- 6)
SUMMARY OF DEEP FREEZE 61 OPERATIONS

VX-6 operations during DEEP FREEZE 61 began with flights by Detachment
ALFA personnel on 16 August [see Bulletin, Volume II, Number 2, page 2]. The
first flight to the ice from Christchurch was scheduled for 30 September, but
weather delayed its departure until 3 October [Number 2, page 1). In the four
and one-half months of the summer season that followed, VX-6 teamed with the
C-124 Globemasters of MATS' Ninth Troop Carrier Squadron [summary in Number 4,
page 19) to move more than 7000 passengers and 4700 tons of cargo.
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Summer season air operations by the Navy Squadron were completed on 21
February, when the last flights arrived in Christchurch. On 8 April, however,
the winter isolation was broken when a 0-130 arrived at McMurdo for the evac-
uation of the ailing Soviet exchange scientist from Byrd Station [Number 8,
page 1]. Detachment ALFA personnel concluded their activities for the 1961
season with a 5 May flight to return scientists from the Garwood Glacier area.

The following chart shows the cargo and passengers carried by the 19
aircraft used by V-6 in the support operation:

(JABGC)
(To::S)

1889 • 8

64.0

351.8

128.3

4.3

18.0

253.4

2679.6

MUMBER
AIRCFJLT TYPE	usn
C-130BL Hercules	

f	
3

R5D-3 Skymaster	1

R7V-1 Super Constellation 1

R4D-5 & R4D-8 Dakota	4

P2V-7 Neptune	3

UC-1 Otter	3

HUB-lA (helicopter)	4

TOTALS

HOURS
L_FLOW!

1621.0

477.0

778.8

604.2

429.0

165.0

399.7

4474.7

.UEL USED
PASSENGERS (GALLONS) DATES INCLUDED

	

1357	992,666	18 Sep 60 - 14 Apr 61

	

313	111,640	9 Sep 60 - 15 Apr 61

	

2574	357,300	14 Sep 60 - 8 Apr 61

	

348	859000	1 Oct 60 - 22 Feb 61

	

36	191,818	17 Sep 60 - 19 Mar 61

	

223	39300	1 Oct 60 - 22 Feb 61

	

1299	29,094	1 Oct 60 - 12 Feb 61

	

6150	11770,818

NGTh The above chart shows the hours flown and passengers and cargo carried by VX-6 aircraft during the
periods given. Totals shown are for all cargo carried from Quonset Point to Christchurch; from
Christchurch to UsMurdo Sound; from McMurdo to the inland stations, traverses, and field parties;
and for materials backloaded along these routes. The chart does not show the flights by Detach-
ment ALFA personnel before or after the periods noted.

The R5D and R7V are wheel-equipped only; the other aircraft are ski-wheel-equipped for operation
on snow, ice, or concrete runways.

The statistics for this table and for the summaries whtch follow were taken from Report of Operation
DP RZE "1961" 1 Air Development Squadron SIX (Vx-6) of 5 May 1961.

C-130BL HERCULES

Four C.-130BL aircraft operated in Antarctica during DEEP FREEZE 61.
Dna of these aircraft was devoted entirely to ski and load tests, while the
Dther three were used to haul cargo, personnel, and supplies from McMurdo to
Pole, Byrd, New Byrd, Beardmore Stations, the auroral sub-station site, and
the Eights Coast. In addition, some cargo and passengers were hauled between
uonset Point, Christchurch, and McMurdo.

The three aircraft used in the support effort departed Quonset Point on
L8 September. They flew from Christchurch to the ice on 28 October and began
their missions the following day.
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The planes carried an average load of 10.32 tons on an average flight of
6.8 hours. The "standard" load to Byrd Station used 17 tons of feel to carry
12 tons of cargo, while the flights to the Pole Station required 16 tons of
fuel for 11 tons of cargo. The heaviest load of cargo carried was 13.2 tons;
the longest flight was 2630 miles (carrying 10 tons of cargo in two aircraft
to the Eights Coast).

The aircraft were operated when weather conditions provided at least
2000-foot ceiling and two-mile visibility. Only five flights were aborted,
three by weather and two for mechanical reasons.

The following shows the cargo and passengers hauled and the hours oper-
ated over the various routes covered by the three C-130 aircraft:

	

Passengers	Cargo	Hours Flown

McMurdo to:

Pole	196	652.0	394.0
Byrd	167	499.2	391.7
New Byrd	142	421.9	286.9
Auroral Substation	5	55.3	36.0
Beardmore	2	19.4	3.4
Eights Coast	6	9.8	22.0

TOTALS	 518	-	- 1657.6	1134.0

Bao]doaded to MoMurdo:	531	120.4	*

Quonset Point to Christchurch	25	7.2	108.0
Christchurch to MoMurdo	66	29.3	62.0
McMurdo to Christchurch	115	19.0	63.0
Christchurch to Quonset Point	39	8.0	97.0
New Zealand area	35	7.3	12.0
TOTALS -	 80	70.8	342.6

Roscue Mission	28	11.0	145.0

*Hours flown on back].oad trips are included in the missions to the out-
lying stations.

R5D-3 SKYMAS1R

The R5D-3 8]master was the first aircraft deployed (arriving in New
Zealand on 15 September 1960) and the last to depart from the Advance Head-
quarters (on 15 April 1960)0

During the season it was based at Christchurch and flew ntznerous flights



in and around New Zealand. Between 28 October and 5 November it flew a series
of five round trips from McMurdo to Hallett, carrying 45,000 pounds of cargo
nd fuel. From 28 November to U December, it made three turn-around trips
from Christchurch to McMurdo. Later in the season, three turn-around trips
were made from Christchurch to Honolulu,

R7V-1 SUPER CONSTELLATION

The R7V operated from 14 September to 8 April, carrying cargo, passen-
gers, and mail from Quonset Point to Christchurch and from Christchurch to
McMurdo. The plane operated an average of 129.4 hours per month and carried
a total of 2574 passengers and 703,680 pounds of cargo.

R4D- 5 AND MD-8 DAKOTA

One R4D-5 and three R4D-8s were used during Operation DEEP FREEZE 61.
The R4D-5 and one R4D-8 were operated from McMurdo. The R4D-5 was used in
the support of field parties and traverses within 400 miles of McMurdo, making
the following flights: Little America V (1); Hallett (1); Beardmore (13);
Skelton Cache (5); New Zealand Victoria Mountains Party (7); Automatic Weather
Stations (2); and Weather and Ice Reconnaissance (3). Nine flights were flown
for test or crew checkout or were aborted.

The R4D-8 flew supply missions to Beardmore, Ha ll ett, Little America V.
the Skelton Cache, Little Rockford, and trail parties.

At Byrd Station, the other two R4D-8s flew a total of 27,982 ton miles,
supplying the two geological parties in the Horliok Mountains and the party
on the Eights Coast. Three landings were made for the VLF-ELF Traverse (in
the Kohler Mountains; and at 77 040 1 S, 114°00.'17 and 82 000 1 S, ]28000 1W) and
seven landings were made for the airborne, geophysical traverse (five between
the Kohler and Hudson Mountains; one each at 79 0 10 1 3, llO°W; 79 0S, 112 0W; and
780 50'S, 115 0W). A reconnaissance was made of the Hudson Mountains.

The R4D-8s at Byrd flew 326.2 hours in 70 flights, carrying 158 passengers
and 156,654 pounds of cargo.

P2V-7 NEFI'UI']E

The three P2V-7 aircraft used during the past operation were devotod
primarily to aerial photography flights. The planes did, however, haul some
cargo and passengers and participated in ice reconnaissance .missions and in
search and rescue missions, when other aircraft were not available.

Three SAR missions were flown: from Byrd to the Horliok Mountains to
evacuate personnel from a downed R4D [Number 4, page 21; Number 5, page 311;
to the Eights Coast to aid an R4D [Number 4, page 21]; and from McMurdo to
aid a downed Otter near Barne Inlet [Number 5, page 341. Construction per-
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sonnel were lifted to the South Pole and fuel to Hallett Station.

The aircraft covered 81,520 square miles in 8657 miles of photographic
flights [see page 15 ).

UC.-1 OTTER

Otter aircraft were operated from McMurdo Sound for aerial photography,
ice reconnaissance, parachute jump team operations, flights to Marble Point,
and to trail parties and for visitors' tours.

The planes hauled 18.6 tons of cargo and 223 passengers.

HIJS.-].A

Three HUS-1A helicopters were operated from McMurdo Sound. During their
average of nearly 100 hours of flying a month, they carried a total of 282.1
tons of cargo and passengers. Flights carried them to Marble Point; the Skel-
ton,Barne, and Mulock Inlets; Victoria, Taylor, and Wright Valleys; Capes
Evans, Royds, Chocolate and Crozier; Black, White, Brown, and the Dailey
Islands; and to the Mt. Gran, Ferrar, Koettlitz, and Blue Glaciers.

Three rescue flights, totaling 7.7 hours, were made to evacuate person-
nel from USS STATEN ISLAND to Williams Field; to Cape Kerr, for 4 passengers;
and to evacuate 8 crewmen from the Project MAGNET aircraft.

Flights were made to other areas to support the following parties or
missions:

Party/Mission

Ross Ice Shelf Glaciology
USGS Survey
Tufts Geology
Texas Biology
Kansas  Geology
Aerial Photography
Marble Point (logistics, visi-

tors, camp evacuation)
New Zealand
Cape Kerr personnel rescue and

parts supply
Parachute team operations
Antenna erection

Flights

31
11
15
10
8

12

52
14

6
1
4

Hours

91.3
39.0
35.4
32.0
18.4
16.8

86.1

6
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DEEP ?RZfl1 61 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

[See Bulletin, Volume II, Number 1, page 15; Number 5, page 6.1

During the DEEP FREEZE 61 sunmier season, VX-6 P2V-7 Neptune aircraft
photographed 81,520 square miles of Antarctica, using trimetrogon photography
methods. The aircraft flew 24 mapping sorties, exposing more than 18,000
aerial negatives. One mission was aborted because of mechanical trouble;
some missions were delayed because of weather.

Twice as many photographic flights were flown as during DEEP FREEZE 60,
this year's program gathering more mapping photography than any previous
United States effort. The following graph shows the mapping and reoonnais-
iinoe photographic flights flown by United States expeditions since 1946.
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DEEP FRE EZE 61 photography was scheduled for a total of 22,200 flight
line miles. 9,138 of these miles were to be flown from Byrd Station; 13,062
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miles were based on McMurdo. Of this programmed photography, 8,657 flight
line miles were accomplished. Inability to carr y out the full program was
due to the lack of aviation gasoline at Byrd and higher priority commitments
and a shortage of good weather at McMurdo.

The following summary shows the trimetrogon photography completed for the
season:

FLIGHT LINES	SQUARE MILES
AREA	REQUESTED COMPLETED COMPLETED EXPOSURES -

Al Britannia Range 1	1850	1850	16,000	4521
A2 Queen Alexandria Range 2	1575	1575	19,000	3933
A3 Queen Maud Range 3	2982	1792	209000	3852
B5 Victoria Land4	5500	3285	25,000	8061
Cl Ross Island	135	135	1,500	204Penguin Rookeries5 	20	30
TOTALS 6	18,062	8657	819520	20,601

].. 746 fill flight line miles flown.
2. 125 tie flight line miles flown.
3 1 Originally scheduled for flight by R7V; P2V completed mission,

flying at elevation of 25,000 feet.
4. 370 tie flight line miles flown.
5. Flown at Cape Hallett and at Cou].xnan Island at 1500 feet elevation.
6. Does not include 1241 fill and tie flight line miles.

Six reconnaissance photographic missions were flown, taking band-held
oblique photographs:

iIIGHT LINE
AREA	 AIRCRA?T	MILES	EXPOSURES

McMurdo Sound	HUS-1A	40
Cape Selbourne	UC-1	140	78
Kohler Range	MD	40	25
Eastern Horlicks	R4D	152	81
Eights Coast (two flights) R4D	 88	55
Hudson Mountains	R4D	50	13
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Willis D. Vaughn
Ruben 3. Villela

Paul Ganley
Peter Roton

Boston TRAVELER
Lockheed STAR (Lockheed Aircraft

Corporation)
National Geographic Magazine
Free Lance Wiiter (Brazil)

A]TARCTIC VISITORS

The following list gives the names of additional visitors and members of
the press who observed Operation DEEP FREEZE 61 activities. These names sup-
plement those included in the Bulletin, Volume II, Number 4 9 pages 15-18.

VISITORS

Caterpillar Tractor Company (N.Z.)
Service Programs Officer, Bureau

of Naval Weapons
New Zealand Navy
New Zealand Navy
Anglican Church (New Zealand)
District Army Commander

(Dunedin, New Zealand)
New Zealand Air Force
Staff, Commander in Chief,

U. S. Atlantic Fleet
New Zealand
General Manager, Caterpillar

Tractor Company (New Zealand)
Masterton Member, Wellington (N.Z.)

Harbour Board
Secretary, New Zealand Navy League
Artist (New Zealand)
Student (United States)
U. S. Information Service
Ansu]. Corporation
Staff, Commander in Chief,

U. S. Atlantic Fleet
Explorer
Department of External Affairs

(Nov Zealand)
Burdette Corporation
Staff, Commander in Chief,

U. S. Atlantic Fleet

Joseph M. Burkhard
Conin'nder H. K. Butcher, USN

Lieutenant Commander J. W. F. flickie, RNZN
Lieutenant T. E. Dyer, Jr., RNZN
Reverend Mr, 3. Evans
Colonel W. Foley, RNZA

Flight Lieutenant Roger Garrett, RNZAF
Lieutenant Commander R. L. Ghormley, USN

Clifford Gibbs
0,, T. Gough

E. M. Hodder

Captain M. T. Hohn, RNZN
Charles E. Klebe
George Knowles
J. B. Lanum
Daniel T. McKay
Lieutenant Commander R. W. Pudderombe, USN

Commander Isaac Soblossbaoh, USN (Ret.)
F. A. Small

Theodore Thompte
Commander R. F. Vale, USN

MEMBERS OF THE PRESS
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PROJECTS 1961

[bee Bulletin, Volume II, Number 6, page 8ff.]

The extensive public works program planned for DEEP FREEZE 61 at the
four United States-supported Antarctic stations has been brought to a suc-
oessfu]. conclusion. Most of the work scheduled during the si mmer season was
completed, or completed to the extent that the men of the winter parties have
been able to utilize the facilities and complete their construction,

MCAURDO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

By 4 March, the site preparations and excavations for the nuclear power
plant were completed. The access road to the site was nearly finished, and
15 per cent of the primary foundations were sub-assembled. The Public Health
Service's environmental monitoring laboratory and sampling stations were
erected and in operation.

11,500 cubic yards, or about 18,400 tons of rock and permafrost, were
excavated to complete the site preparation. These excavations included pre-
paration of two primary plant sites, two turbo-generator (secondary plant)
sites, and a condenser unit site; a second condenser unit site was prepared
by rook fill.

The power plant program is proceeding on schedule and installation of
the plant foundation will begin in October. The nuclear plant itself will
be shipped to McMurdo in November for erection and ultimate operation during
DEEP FREEZE 62.

TM7 BYRD STATION

By the end of the DEEP FRTZ1i 61 sier season, the replacement facility
for. Byrd Station had five tunnels out and covered and a 40-man camp erected
within these tunnels. Nearly 1,400 tons of equipment and materials had been
delivered to the site during the operation.

On the surface, a 30-man camp, with galley and power plant, which will
be augmented during DEEP FREEZE 62, has been left for use by the SeaBee con-
struction team next season.

COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

Improvement of communications facilities has been nearly completed at all
stations. At McMurdo, the 'communications center has been finished, while the
transmitter building and emergency power plant are nearly completed. These

its are now in operation.
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At Hallett, the new communications building has been erected, while at
the Pole the facility is operational and nearly completed. The present Byrd
Station equipment has been improved; final construction will be made at the
new site during DEEP FREEZE 62.

STATION CONSTRUCTION

At the Amundsen-Soott South Pole Station, a new 60-kilowatt generator
has been installed. Necessary shoring of tunnels and storage areas has been
accomplished.

Shoring of the badly deme.ged structures at Byrd Station is expected to
make the station adequate until the replacement facility is completed.

Hallett Station was unable to receive its new 75-kilowatt generator be-
cause of offloading difficulties encountered by AIEB in high winds and heavy
seas. Scheduled site preparation and foundation fabrication for two jumbo
Quonset huts has been completed.

At the Naval Air Facility, McMurdo Sound, three 250,000-gallon fuel tanks
have been erected. A new 225-kilowatt generator has been installed, and the
4,160-volt power line placed in operation. A helicopter hangar, storage build-
ings, and additions to existing structures were also built.

STAFF NOTES

Rear Admiral David M. Tyree, USN, U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer; Dr.
James E. Mooney, Deputy; Captain Herbert W. Whitney, USNR, Operations. Devel-
opnent C0nai1tant; and Dr. Henry M. Dater, Historian, have returned to their
duties with the Antarctic Projects Office.

Rear Admiral Tyree completed direction of the simmer support season oper-
ations and returned to Washington on 21 April, Dr. Mooney has recovered from
his fall in December and is now able to walk on crutches. Captain Whitney's
suer season activities found him coordinating the program of site prepara-
tion for the nuclear power plant. Dr. Dater has completed a successful tour
as observer with the Argentine Antarctic expedition.	 I

Chief Warrant Officer Shirley Barlow, USNR-R, a veteran of seventeen years
with the WAVES, was on duty from 22 May to 3 June. Miss Barlow, an auditor it1
the Department of Agriculture, was promoted to CWO (W-2) in June 1960. Durir4g
off-duty hours she is working toward a Master's Degree in Public Administration
at George Washington University.
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ACQUISITIONS LIST OI ANTARCTIC CARTOGR1.PHIC MATERIALS

In Marob 1961, the Office of the Coordinator for Maps, Department of
State, issued the first edition of an Acquisitions List of Antarctic Carto-
graphic Materials. This list, which contains forty pages of domestic and
foreign cartographic information, was the first in a continuing program which
was originally discussed more than a year earlier.

In late 1959 and early 1960, discussions between representatives of
government agencies concerned with Antarctic cartography and mapping found
that a method was needed to coordinate the dissemination of information about
existing Antarctic maps, charts, aerial photography, geodetic control and re-
lated materials. Those most in need of these materials in order to accomplish
their work more efficiently were the agencies involved in compilation of Ant-
arctic maps and charts. Other agencies which require maps and charts for use
n their work also desired to have available the most complete and accurate
information possible.

In May 1960, under the auspices of the National Science Foundation, a

j

eting of representatives of those government agencies in Vashington which
re directly or indirectly concerned with this problem was held. V1ith the
owing interest in Antarctica and the realization that continued operations
uld be conducted there, the meeting appointed a working group to resolve
e problem and establish a program through which the situation could be
proved.

The working group was composed of representatives from the primary carto-
raphic-compiling agencies - the American Geographic Society, the U. S. Air
eros Aeronautical Chart and Information Center, the U. S. Geological Survey,
ndthe U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office - and five other agencies involved in
he use of these charts in their activities and operations - the Department
f State, the Library of Congress, the National Science foundation, the U. S.
itarctic Projects Officer, and the U. S. Naval Support Fof'ce, Antarctica.

At the first meeting of this group, Dr. Arthur Burt, Coordinator for
aps, Department of State, volunteered the services of his staff for the com-
ilation of a publication which would serve to inform all concerned about the
vailability of cartographio materials. The result was the publication en-
itled Acquisitions List of Antarctic Cartographic Materials, which included
four categories of materials: maps and charts; aerial photography; geodetic
data; and atlases and gazetteers.

Participation in this program is invited from other agencies and indiv-
iduals than those mentioned above, using or compiling maps and charts of the
Antarctic area. Those interested should address their inquiries to the Office
of the Coordinator for Maps, Department of State, VJashington 25, D. C.
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ANTARCTIC LEGISLATION 1961

On 6 April, Senator Alexander Wiley introduced Senate Bill 1516, a bill
to establish the Richard E. Byrd Antarctic Commission. On 17 May, H.R. 71499
a similar bill, was introduced in the House of Representatives by Congressman
Clement J. Zablooki. Identical bills had been introduced in the 86th Congress.

The bills provide "for continuity and support of study, rese4roh, and
development of programs for peaoeful uses in science, commerce, and other
activities related to Antarctica, which shall include, but shall not be limited
to, gathering, evaluating, correlating, and dispersing of information and know-
ledge obtained from exploration, research, and other mediums relating to wea-
ther, communications, travel, and other areas of information; also to coordinate
Antarctic activities among those agencies of the U. S. Government and private
institutions interested in or concerned directly with the promotion, advance-
ment, increase, and diffusion of 1owledge of the Antarctic; and to direct and
administer U. S. Antarctic programs in the national interest."

The Senate bill was referred to the Committee on Health, Education, and
Welfare. The House bill was referred to the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs,

BYRD-POLE TRAVERSE: - SCIENTDIC PROGRAL4

[See Bulletin, Volume II, Number 5, page 18)

The Byrd-Pole Traverse covered 805 miles in 33 days and 10 hours. Tra-
veling or working from 0500 to 2000 each day, the party not only made geogra-
phical observations by taking sights on the nunataks and mountain ranges
visible along its route, but it also made glaciological and geophysical
measurements.

25 two-meter pits were dug, one at nearly all of the overnight stops.
Here snow temperature, density, grain size and stratification data were taken.
A record of sastrugi orientation as an indication of prevailing ,,-wind direction
was made. Stakes were set out every five miles for future measurement of snow
accumulation.

Gravity and magnetic readings were recorded each mile, while two alti-
meters were used to measure surface elevations.

Three to six synoptic weather reports were compiled daily. One of these
was transmitted to provide data for daily weather forecasts.
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AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS

{See Bulletin, Volume II, Number 1, page 13; Number 4, page 7; Number 6,
pages .3-41

During DEEP FREEZE 61 Navy personnel utilized and tested automatic wea.-.
ther stations in Antarctica. The following stations, sane utilizing the same
"Grasshopper" or "Pinball Machine" at different times, were established for
the periods noted:

A	11 October
B	25 October
C	7 November

1 December
4 December

F1 19 December
&,2 25 January
H192 25 January

2 December
3 November
7 November
(not recovered)
12 February
23 January
17 February
17 February

790451S9 1750001W
83 018 1 S 9 1760001E
78 003'S, 1580301E
79 0 10 1 S, 1750101W
78 0 14 1 S, 161°551W
78 003 1 S 9 1580151E
81 0 30'S, 1670351E
81030,5, 1670351E

1These stations appear in Antarctic Chronology 1960.-61 as stations
ECHO through INDIA.

2A "Grasshopper' and a "Pinball Machine" were established at the
same position for test purposes.

ANTARCTICAN SOCIETY

The annual business meeting 'of the Antarctican Society was held at the
Westmoreland Hills Recreation Center on the evening of 11 April 1961 with the
president of the Society, Dr. Carl R. Eklund, presiding. The members present
approved several minor changes to the b'y-laws, all tending to introduce
greater flexibilityinto the conduct of the Society's affairs.

The meeting then proceeded to the election of three officers and four
directors. The officers for the next year are:

Dr. Paul A. Siple, Department of
the Army

Dr. Gordon D. Cartwright, U. S.
Veather Bureau

Dr. Henry M. Dater, Department
of Defense

President

Vice President

Secretary-Treasurer
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As directors for the term ending in 1964, the members elected the following.

Dr. George A. Liano
Mr. George H. Owen
Mr. George R. Toney
RADA David M. Tyree, USN

Library of Congress
Deparimient of State
National Science Foundation
United States Navy

The business meeting was followed by four short ta].ks,reviewing the
activities of several foreign expeditions during the past season. Mr. Ervin
A. Volbrecht of the Weather Bureau spoke about his trip with the Australians
to Wilkes Station and Rear Admira]. Richard B. Black, USNR (Rat.) .of the Office
of Naval Research about the Belgian expedition. Mr. Walter L. Boxell,. of the
Iiydrographic Office, and Dr. Henry M. Dater, of the United States Antarctic
Projects Office, discussed Japanese and Argentine operations.

Future correspondence relating to membership or other activities of the
Society should be addressed to the new Seoretary-Treasurer:

Dr, Henry M. Dater
U. S. Antarctic Projects Office
718 Jackson Place, N. W.
Washington 25, D. C.

DEEP FREEZE 61 SHIP OPERATIONS

The following material completes the suninaries printed in tne Bulletin,
Volume II, Number 8 9 beginning on page 16,

USS ARNEB (AKA-56)

Papeete, Tahiti
	11 Xpril (1800)	19 April

Enroute to the United States, ARNEB suffered a failure on her number one
and number three force draft blowers (27 April). Temporary repairs were ef-
fected enroute; oanplete repairs were delayed until her return to Norfolk.

Panama Canal Zone	4 May	5 May

Davisville, Rhode Island	11 May	11 May (1300)

At Davisvill e, ARNEB offloaded equipment and materials returned to the
United States for overhaul. Enroute to Norfolk, she returned to the opera-
tional control of the Commander, Amphibious Forces, U. S. Atlantic Fleet,
U May (2200)0
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USS EDISTO (AGB-2)

Pearl Harbor	1 May (0245)

Upon arrival at Pearl Harbor, EDISTO went into drydock.

USS STATEN ISLAND (AGB-5)

Enroute to Pearl Harbor, STATEN ISLAND suffered an equipment casualty,
rendering her number four main engine inoperative.

Pearl Harbor	29 April (1842)

Upon arrival at Pearl Harbor, STATEN ISLAND returned to the operational
control of the Commander, Service Force, U. S. Pacific Fleet.

SHIPBOARD HELLICOPrER OPERATIONS

[See Bulletin, Volume II, Number 1, page 9)

Helicopters were operated by units stationed aboard the four icebreakers
participating in Operation DEEP FREEZE 61. These units each operated an
HRS-3 and an }TL.-7 or HUL-1, the former a multi-purpose aircraft used to haul
cargo and passengers, the latter a small reconnaissance aircraft.

The total hours flown by these eight aircraft are as follows:

	

HRS-3	HTL-7 (HtJI .-1)	PERIOD

EASTWIND	153.2	93,6	25 October-16 March
EDISTO	142.8	21,4	28 October-16 March
GLACIER	210.6	163.7	18 October-16 March
STATEN ISLAND	98.5	157.5	24 Ootober.-1 April

*The HRS-3 aboard STATEN ISLAND crashed on 16 February [see Number 7, page ii).

Helicopter flights from STATEN ISLAND, given here as an example, have been
broken down as follows:

HRS-3
	

HUL-1

Training	24.4
	

29,5
Passengers or Mail	15.4

	
5.6

Slow Time	 20.0
Ice Reconnaissance	58.7

	
102.4
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ANTARCTIC CHRONOLOGY 1960-61

(See Bulletin, Volume II, No. 2, pages 14-15; No. 3, pages 16-17; No. 4,
pages 25-26; No. 5, pages 3234; No. 6, pages 24-27; No. 7, pages 25-26).

*'These entries are corrections to previous entries.

7 November

29 November

2 December

9 December

23 January

25 January

12 February

14 February

15 February

17 February

6 March

13 March

14 March

16 March

18 March

Automatic weather station CHARLIE established at Skelton Cache
(070515); removed same day because of mechanical failure.

*[omit; in error]. Automatic weather station DELTA establisbe
at 79°00 1 S, 173°001E.

Automatic weather station ALFA removed.

C-130 aircraft for Test Program arrived McMurdo Sound (092030)

Auianatio weather station GOLF removed.

Automatic weather stations HOTEL and INDIA (one "Grasshopper"
and one "Pinball Machine"-) established at 81030,8, 1670351E.

Automatic weather station FOXTROT removed.

Detaclinent ALFA, Air Development Squadron SIX (VX-6) estab-
lished at NAF, McMurdo Sound (141800).

Commander, U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, shifted flag
from NAF McMurdo Sound, to Christchurch (150350).

Automatic weather stations HOTEL and INDIA removed.

Representative, Caiinander, U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarc-
tica, McMurdo Sound, disestablished (061200).

YOG broke loose from mooring and set adrift, McMurdo Sound.

GLACIER arrived Doixier Island.

GLACIER departed Doumer Island for Gabriel Gonzalez Videla
(Chilean station) (arrived same day).

GLACIER departed Gabriel Gonzalez Videla for Penguin Island
(arrived same day).

GLACIER departed Penguin Island for Montévideo (arrived 291100)
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20 March

21 March

22 March

31 March

STATEN ISLAND diverted to Port Ltte1ton (200345) (arrived
271132).

Sunset at South Pole.

ANEB arrived Wellington (212000).

ARNEB departed Wellington (222000) for Sydney (arrived 282135).

Administrative Office of Commander, U. S. Naval Support Force,
Antarctica, shifted from Christchurch to Washington (220001).

STATEN ISLAND departed Port Ltte1ton (312316) for Ocean Sta-
tion (arrived 050700, April).

ARNEB departed Sydney (312300) for Auckland (arrived 042000,
April).

1 April	0-130 aircraft were ordered to depart Quonset Point for Rescue
Mission; departed 011851 and 011900. (Aircraft were sent to
evacuate the Soviet exchange scientist from Byrd Station.)

3 April

4 April

8 April

9 April

:10 April

First Rescue Mission C-130 aircraft arrived Christchurch (032121).
GLACIER departed Montevideo for Rio de Janeiro (arrived 061100).

Attempt to recover YOG abandoned (030328); EDISTO ordered to
Port Lttelton (arrived 090432).

Second Rescue Mission C-130 aircraft arrived Christchurch
(040011).

Rescue Mission 0-130 departed Christchurch (081230) for McMurdo
Sound (arrived 082046),

Rescue Mission 0-130 departed McMurdo Sound (091722) for Byrd
Station (arrived 092047).

Rescue Mission 0-130 departed Byrd Station (092130) for MoMurdo
Sound (arrived 100040).

Rescue Mission 0-130 departed McMurdo Sound (100455) for Christ-
church (arrived 101251),

STATEN ISLAND departed Ocean Station (100140) for Wellington
(arrived 132100).

GLACIER departed Rio de Janeiro (101100) and returned to the
operational control of the Commander, Service Force, U. S.
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Atlantic Fleet.

11 April	ARNEB departed Auckland (110200) for Papeete (arrived 171800).

15 April	RADA David N. Tyree, USN, Ccrmnand.er, U. S. Naval Support Force,
Antarctica, departed Christchurch (150800) for Washington, D. C.,
(arrived 212030)0

STATEN ISlAND departed Wellington (152100) for Pearl Harbor
(arrived 291842). Upon arrival at Pearl Habor, STATEN ISlAND
returned to the operational control of the Cc*unander, Service
Force, U. S. Pacific Fleet.

16 April	EDISTO departed Port Lttelton (162159) for Pearl Harbor
(arrived 010245, May).

19 April	ARNEB departed Papeete for Panama Canal Zone (arrived 4 May),

5 May	ARNEB departed Panama Canal Zone for Davisville, Rhode Island
(arrived U May).

U May	ARNEB departed DavisviUe (111300) for Norfolk and returned
to the operational control of the Ccmnander, Amphibious Forces,
U. S. Atlantic Fleet (112200)0

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY COLLECTION

ARGENTINA

Dater, H.M., Confraternidad en el Continente Helado. In: Inforzr4aoionos,
April 1961, p. 9-10, illus.

Laplacette, A.?., La Campana Antartica 1957-58. 1959, 22p., illus.
(Contribuoion del Instituto Antartico Argentino No. 31.)

JAPAN

Bunkyo Tsushin Kyokai, The Antarctic. 1958, 211p., illus. [In Japanese
and English.]

Ministry of Education, Antarctic Office, Antarctic Record, Nos. 8 (1959)
through 11 (1961).

NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand Antarctic Society, Antarctic, Vol. 2, No. 9, March 1961.
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SOVIET UNION

Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Institute of Geography, Materials of
Glaciological Investigations, Third Continental Antarctic Expedi-
tion (1958-59): Snow Cover. 1960, 40p., tables. [In Russian with
English table of contents and abstract.]

and Institute of Permafrost. Materials of (flacioi
vestigations, Second Continental Antarctic Expe
Snow Cover. 1960, illus., tables. [In Russian
of contents and abstracts,] In four volumes:

1 In-

tables
ition (1957-
with English

Vol. 1 - The Stationary Investigations at the Mirny Region. 168p.

Vol. 2 - The Route Investigations at the Coastal Strip, at the
Shaokleton Ice Shelf, and at Drygalski Island. 172p.

Vol. 3 - The Laboratory Investigations at Mirny. The Stationary
Investigations at Pionerslcaya. 152p.

Vol. 4 - The Field Investigations at the Zone of Katabatio Winds,
at Vostok-I and Komsomolskaya Stations. 124p.

Kopanev, I.D., Snow Cover of Antarctica. Central Administration of the
Hydro-Meteorological Service of the Council of Ministers of the
USSR. 1960, 144p., illus., map, tables. [In Russian.]

UNITED KINGDOM

Ball, H.W., Upper Cretaceous Decapoda and Serpulidae from James Ross
Island, Graham Land. 1960, 30p., illus., tables, sketch map +
plates. (Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey Scientific Report
No. 24.)

UNITED STATES

ibel, J.F., Permafrost Tunnel, Camp TUTO, Greenland. Oct. 1960, 19p.,
illus., map, tables, app. (SIPRE Technical Report 73.)

Benert, R., Excavations in Frozen Ground: Igloo Foxholes. Sept. 1960,
12p., illus., table. (SIPRE Technical Report 77.)

Butkovioh, T.R., and J.K. Landauer, Creep of Ice at Low Stresses. Aug.
1960, 6p., illus., table. (sIPrtE Research Report 72.)

Finley, V.P., Photo-Interpretation of Vegetation: Literature Survey and
Analysis. July 1960, 36p. 9 app. (SIPRE Technical Report 69.)

IGY World Data Center A: Glaciology (Amer. Geog. Soc.), Glaciological
Notes, No. 6, April 1961.
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Reports of Antarctic Geological Observations, 1956-1960.
Jan. 1961, 219p., illus., maps, tables. (IGY Glaciological Report
No. 4.)

Koznarov, V.D., Water Permeability of Frozen Sand. Jan. 1961, 5p., illus.,
table. (SIPRE Translation 66.)

Library of Congress, Bibliography on Snow, Ice and Permafrost with
Abstracts. Jan. _1960, 249p. (SIPRE Report 12, Volume xiv.)

National Academy of Sciences, IGY Bulletin, No. 46, April 1961.

National Science Foundation, U.S. Antarctic Research Program, Antarctic
Status Report, No. 27, March 1961.

Office of Naval Research, Naval Research Reviews, April 1961.

Pirrit, J., and G.A. Doumani, Glaciology, Byrd Station and Marie Byrd
Land Traverse, 1959-1960.' Ohio State University Research Founda-
tion. Nov. 1960, illus., tables, app. (IGC Antarctic Glaciologi-
cal Data, Field Work 1959. Report 968-2.)

Sergeev, A. I., Digging Frozen Ground. Jan. 1961, 5p., illus. (SIPRE
Translation 65.)

Special Libraries Association, Geography and Map Division Bulletin,
No. 44, April 1961.

Tien, C., Temperature Distribution of an Idealized Ice Cap. July 1960,
8p., illus., table. (SIPRE Research Report 64.)

USS STATEN ISLAND (AGB-5), Operation DEEP FREEZE 61 Report. April 1961.

Waterhouse, R • W., and H.F. Steeves, Snow Densification Theory and Its
Engineering Application. Nov. 1960, lOp., illus., table. (SIPRE
Research Report 71.)

Wuori, A.F., Snow Stabilization Using Dry Processing Methods. July 1960,
16p., illus., tables, app. (SIPnE Technical Report 68.)

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

International Council of Scientific Unions, Special Committee for the
IGY, Annals of the International Geophysical Year: Vol. XII -
Part II, First Results of IGY Rocket and Satellite Research. 1961,
p. 460-935, illus., tables, graphs.

International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, I.U.G.G. Chronicle,
No. 34, March 1961.
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